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The crime genre entered Italy in the late nineteenth
century, and if initially Italian authors followed
models developed abroad—principally in the United
States, England and France—a uniquely Italian brand
began to emerge soon. Il giallo, as the crime genre
has been known in Italy since the 1930s, proved to
be the ideal instrument to confront pressing and
often uncomfortable issues which were pertinent to
the Italian context: it became a useful tool to restore,
symbolically at least, the truth and justice that were,
and still are, perceived by a large part of the Italian
reading public to be systematically denied in reality.
In today’s Italy, the crime genre, and particularly its
noir sub-genre, narrates so that readers might
remember, so that they might take heed and action,
turning cognition into an act of resistance against
oblivion and of rebellion against injustice. Uncertain
Justice explores three broad areas that
contemporary Italian noir literature appears
particularly keen to debate, retrieving them from the
silence to which they might otherwise be consigned:
unresolved historical and political legacies, the
repercussions of which still inform and affect life and
practices in the present times; the problematic
institution of the family, considered as the bedrock of
Italian culture and the founding principle of Italian
society, with specific attendant questions of gender
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politics; and the justice system seen through some of
its operators, nominally in charge of putting the
wrongs right and frequently accused of preventing
this from happening. These explorations are
conducted through an analysis of texts published in
the last twenty years, which represent an effort to
expose and counter injustice through the power of
the word. Crime literature authors often revisit recent
Italian history in their novels, and genre fiction plays
a prominent role in acts of resistance against coverups or revisionist views of history. The volume starts
with an analysis of this role, through novels that look
back at the years of the fascist regime and, more
recently, at the period from the anni di piombo
onwards. It then considers the contribution made to
the giallo and noir genre by women writers, looking
at the effects that female practitioners in Italy have
had on the ethics and aesthetics of a genre that, in
other cultures, has traditionally been firmly
conservative. A further section examines novels set
in a familial context and looks at a range of family
dynamics, expressed in the relationships between
mothers and sons, mothers and daughters, large
extended families or small nuclear ones. If some of
the texts expose the devastating effects of the
violence perpetrated “in the name of love,” others
more positively offer hope, demonstrating how more
desirable options do exist and can be pursued.
Finally the volume looks at justice as a system and
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at its practitioners, as, in an interesting development
peculiar to Italy, a significant number of judges,
lawyers and senior police officers have recently
become involved in crime fiction writing. The
concluding chapter investigates the contribution that
these “specialists,” who have extensive theoretical
and technical knowledge in a field which crime fiction
routinely frequents, can make to the genre; it also
analyses whether these authors, who bring together
the moral function of unveiling the truth (prerogative
of the investigator) and the social function of
rectifying a wrong (prerogative of the upholders of
the law), may have a role in forming a more ethically
and socially aware Italian citizen.
In this fascinating and rare little book, a leading
Italian feminist philosopher and the Archbishop of
Milan face off over the contemporary meaning of the
biblical commandment not to kill. The result is a
series of erudite and wide-ranging arguments that
move from murder and suicide to just war and drone
strikes, from bioethics and biopolitics to
hermeneutics and philology, from Theodor Adorno
and Max Horkheimer to Hannah Arendt and Michel
Foucault, from Torah and Scripture to art and
literature, from the essence of human dignity and the
paradoxes of fratricide to engagements with
Levinasian ethics. Less a direct debate than a
disputation in the classical sense, Thou Shalt Not Kill
proves to be a searching meditation on one of the
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unstated moral premises shared by otherwise bitterly
opposed political factions. It will stimulate the mind of
the novice while also reminding more advanced
readers of the necessity and desirability of thinking in
the present.
Stephen Hawking avrebbe dovuto passare piu tempo ad
aiutare la scienza medica a risolvere i problemi,
compreso il suo, anziche cercare buchi neri nelle
profondita della sua "mente brillante," criticando
aspramente quella che lo ha creato. Il dramma che lo ha
reso disabile avrebbe potuto spingerlo a usare la sua
"mente brillante" per aiutare gli altri sulla terra, invece di
cercare buchi neri e inseguire l'infinitesimo, lasciando
che se ne occupino quelli che non sono in condizioni
fisiche come la sua. Avrebbe potuto divertirsi con un
telescopio a casa sua, come facevo io quando abitavo a
Miami, North Miami Beach, e poi a Oakland Park, mentre
lo scorrere del tempo scandiva la mia vita. A quanto ne
so, l'orgoglio di essere l'uomo dei buchi neri non lo sta
aiutando, perche avrebbe dovuto spiegarci come
difenderci da questi mostri anti Dio. Se uno di loro va
fuori orbita e ci viene addosso, lui e la sua famiglia
diventano cibo per buchi neri, poiche non hanno un Dio
che li difende. Questi divoratori della galassia
terrorizzano angeli e demoni, e turbano i sogni dei
bambini."
This volume addresses the study of family law and
society in Europe, from medieval to contemporary ages.
It examines the topic from a legal and social point of
view. Furthermore, it investigates those aspects of the
new family legal history that have not commonly been
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examined in depth by legal historians. The volume
provides a new 'global' interpretative key of the
development of family law in Europe. It presents essays
about family and the Christian influence, family and
criminal law, family and civil liability, filiation (legitimate,
natural and adopted children), and family and children
labour law. In addition, it explores specific topics related
to marriage, such as the matrimonial property regime
from a European comparative perspective, and
impediments to marriage, such as bigamy. The book
also addresses topics including family, society and
European juridical science.
This volume contains the written versions of the lectures
delivered by the participants of the Colloquium Origenianum
Nonum held in Pecs (Hungary, 29 August - 2 September
2005). The main topic of the conference was Origen and the
religious practice of his time. Here 49 scholars from some 18
countries publish their newest findings on the greatest and
most influential Christian thinker before Augustine, who laid
the foundation of the Biblical textual studies, created
systematic theology, and was regarded as an authentic
spiritual leader of Christianity. The papers not only provide
the best overview on a lively field of studies but also
demonstrate how Origen's heritage in Christian history,
theology and spirituality carried with it the imprint of one of the
most vital traditions of our civilization. Similarly to the volumes
of the earlier conferences (Boston 1989, Chantilly 1993,
Hofgeismar-Marburg 1997 and Pisa 2001), the contributions
are published by the series Bibliotheca Ephemeridum
Theologicarum Lovaniensium.
Onora il padreOnora il padre. Una storia di amore e di
mafiaUp FeltrinelliOnora il padre...Onora il padreBur
This volume discusses various conceptions of family and
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kinship in the context of deuterocanonical literature. After
analyzing the topic family in a narrow sense of the term, the
articles investigate general ideas of morality, respect, or love
and take a critical look at representations of gender, power,
and social norms in Judaism and Early Christianity.
In una sera piovosa dell'ottobre 1964, Joseph "Bananas"
Bonanno, padrino della mafia newyorkese, viene rapito a
Park Avenue. La sua misteriosa ricomparsa, un anno e
mezzo più tardi, segna l'inizio della "Banana War", uno dei
più feroci regolamenti di conti nella storia americana di Cosa
Nostra. Gay Talese all'epoca ha trentadue anni e scrive per il
"New York Times". Riesce a guadagnarsi la fiducia di Bill
Bonanno, il figlio del boss, e diventa una sorta di biografo
autorizzato della più potente cosca mafiosa statunitense. Un
classico del New Journalism, l'unica vera saga criminale che
ha anticipato Il Padrino, rivelando i retroscena e gli angoli più
intimi di una storia familiare e malavitosa sullo sfondo della
lotta di potere che ha sconvolto la Cupola americana tra gli
anni Sessanta e Settanta.
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